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Oak Class 

        

This week we have said Goodbye to Abby and 

Noah, as they move onto their next adventures 

and learning at school! 

We are going to miss them lots!  

 

 

         

We have been very imaginative 

in the role play area making the 

kitchen into a rocket ship and 

going to the moon, lots of 

smoke went off as we took off. 

We then made a spaceship with Adeer’s help, out of 

boxes talking about the shapes and size we would 

need and use. 

Math’s has been a topic this week we also have 

been naming shapes and learning how they are 

formed. Along with making a number line with 

bunting for our garden. 

 

Since we upgraded the stage area in the garden 

children have gone to this area and have been 

reading stories to each other as well as teachers reading them. 

 

We celebrated Jaime’s 4th Birthday today, we talked about how much 

he has learnt in the four years, from walking to eating to talking. 

‘Happy 4th Birthday Jaime ‘ 

 

 



Elm Class 

We have welcomed Theo into our room this week and have 

had many new children come for visits too. We have loved 

making new friends! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                         

 

 

                              

        

 

 

 

 

 

In Elm room this week we have explored water by 

splashing and pouring using cups. We have been 

supporting and learning core skills for balance and special awareness too, by building with 

our large wooden blocks and then balancing along them, we did not fall off!! We have 

worked and shared as a team to roll balls down the ramp to each other and having a go at 

taking turns. Along with pushing toys around negotiating space and toes! 

 

 

 

 

 



Important Reminders….. please make sure you bring a bag with sets of labelled clothes for your children, 

these will remain at nursery. If any clothes are sent home remember to replace them. We will be putting a 

lost property box in the porch area for you to have a look and hopefully reunite some items with their 

owners! 

Please can we remind all parents of children who are leaving us for school in September, you are required to 

give a month’s notice so that we know which date will be your child’s last day. Please could you also let us 

know which school your child will be going to, as legally we must pass on their EYFS File to their new 

teacher. 

Just so that you are aware:  Holly & Saiba are still furloughed at this moment in time, we hope they will 

return very soon.  Jane B is back on Tues, Weds, & Thurs. 

Tapestry: Please kindly activate your login details and check your children’s profiles which are updated 

regularly. Kindly add any home observations and pictures of recent travel or trips to show parent 

partnerships. This learning portfolio will be shared with your child’s future school. 

 

We value and appreciate our strong relationships with parents and guardians. Thank you all 

for your continuous support. We have an open-door policy and would welcome any 

comments and suggestions.  

Thank you, Jane, Maria, and Walton staff team.    

 


